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ABSTRACT. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a fundamental task in many NLP applications that

seek to identify and classify expressions such as people, location, and organization names. Many

NER systems have been developed, but the annotated data needed for good performances are not

available for low-resource languages, such as Cameroonian languages. In this paper we exploit the

low frequency of named entities in text to define a new suitable cross-lingual distributional represen-

tation for named entity recognition. We build the first Ewondo (a Bantu low-resource language of

Cameroon) named entities recognizer by projecting named entity tags from English using our word

representation. In terms of Recall, Precision and F-score, the obtained results show the effectiveness

of the proposed distributional representation of words

RESUME. La reconnaissance des entités nommées (REN) est une tâche fondamentale du TALN dont

le but est d’identifier les expressions telles que les noms de personnes, de lieux et d’organisations

dans un texte. Il existe de nos jours plusieurs systèmes de REN, cependant les données nécessaires

pour les utiliser dans le traitement des langues peu dotées telles que les langues camerounaises

ne sont pas disponibles. Nous exploitons le fait que les entités nommées apparaissent rarement

dans les textes pour définir une nouvelle représentation distributionnelle interlingue des mots, qui soit

adaptée à la REN. En utilisant notre représentation, nous projectons les entités nommées de l’anglais

vers l’ewondo (une langue bantou du Cameroun); nous obtenons donc le tout premier modèle de

reconnaissance des entités nommées en langue ewondo. Les résultats en terme de précision, rappel

et f-mesure montrent l’efficacité de notre représentation

KEYWORDS : Natural Language Processing, Named Entity Recognition, Neural Network, Annotation

Projection, Low resource language, Cross-lingual
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1. Introduction

Expressions such as people names, organization names and location names are so
important in almost all Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications so that there is
a dedicated task that focuses on them. This task is called Named Entities Recognition
(NER) and its goal is to firstly identify those expressions and secondly classify them.

NLP aims to equip computers with the capability to communicate with humans in
natural way, that means using human language. As NLP is important for resource-rich
languages such as English, French, or German, it is also important for low-resource lan-
guages. A language is said to be low-resource when there is not (eventually not enough)
annotated corpora, name dictionaries, good morphological analyzers, POS taggers, tree-
bank, ... in that language. Ewondo is one of the most studied (by linguists) language in
Cameroon and, as some Cameroonian languages, it is already taught in high schools and
specialized training centers; however, it is a resource poor language.

Nowadays, machine learning (ML) approaches are popularly used in NER because
they are easily trainable and are adaptable to different languages while rule-based ap-
proaches lack the ability of copying with the problem of portability and robustness. How-
ever the most performant ML approaches use supervised learning algorithm [3]. Hence
they cannot be used to process low-resource languages because annotated data needed for
learning are not available. More recently, new NLP systems based on cross-language pro-
jection of linguistic annotations from a resource-rich language to a low-resource language
were developed and they achieve good performances [17]. The key idea of projection of
linguistic annotations can be summarized as follows: through word alignment in paral-
lel text corpora, the annotations are transferred from the source (resource-rich) language
to the target (under-resourced) language, and the resulting annotations can be used for a
supervised training in the target language. However, the poor performance of word align-
ment algorithms constitutes a principal limitation of approaches based on projection of
linguistic annotations. As many Cameroonian languages, Ewondo is a morphologically
rich language compared to English and French since it has agglutinative or inflectional
morphology. In such languages, the production of hundreds of words from a given root
is possible, which results in the data sparsity problem. The first consequence of this
property is that a word in Ewondo can be translated to a sequence of words in English
and hence English-Ewondo word alignment algorithms would perform poorly. For in-
stance the Ewondo phrase "Akore ya woṅ awu" is translated by the Glosbe platform 1 as
"Freedom from a morbid fear of death".

In this paper, we present a new cross-lingual distributional representation that give
very good performances for the NER task. We use this representation to efficiently project
NER tags from English to Ewondo using a model inspired from [19]. The model would
perform as well in any other language since the projection is done without any word align-
ment, without any knowledge about the target language and there is no need to choose a
similarity measure.

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 presents
the Zennaki et al. [19] POS tagging model, adapted for NER. The proposed distributional
representation is described in Section 4. The details of experiments and results are re-
ported in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this paper.

1. https://glosbe.com/en/ewo/death

https://glosbe.com/en/ewo/death


2. Related works

Regarding the target language, name entity recognition methods can be classify in two
groups: the first group contains methods for resource-rich languages and the second one
is for methods that are applicable on low-resource languages.

2.1. Named entity recognition for resource-rich language

State of the art of named entity system for resource-rich language rely heavily on
hand-crafted features which are domain and language-specific [7]. A Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based English named entities recognizer in which the basic input feature
is character instead of word as it is most of the time have been constructed by [4]. This
charater-level HMM got 83% of F-score on the CoNLL-2003 English test set which is
better than the corresponding word-level HMM by a difference of about 10%. A Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) has been used to construct a named entity recognizer with
hundreds of thousands of features [11] that give an F-score of 84%. The goal was to be
able to use many features without overfitting and without high computational cost. As for
other SVM models of NER found in the state of the art, it uses different contextual infor-
mation (surrounding words) along with the variety of orthographic word-level features.
SVM based NER models are more efficient than HMM to deal with the non-independent
and overlapping features of the language. Most recently, researchers proposed methods in
which the effort needed for feature engineering is considerably reduce. For instance a neu-
ral architecture that automatically detect word and character-level features using hybrid
bidirectional LSTM and CNN architecture [1], eliminating the most feature engineering.

Because these methods are language-specific and need large amount of annotated data
to perform, they can not be used for low-resource languages.

2.2. Named entity recognition for low-resource languages

For low-resource languages, many works are based on annotation projection. Intro-
duced in 2001, annotation projection is the process of transferring annotations from one
language to another language [17]. For instance, in order to build the first named en-
tity annotated corpus for Malay, named entity tags have been projected from English
(resource-rich) to Malay (low-resource) language with an F-score of 90% on their test
set [18]. Based on a Malay-English align corpus, their method can be resume is three
steps: they have firstly annotated the English part of the corpus using UIUC named en-
tity tagger [14]. Secondly they have used a Malay-English dictionary to align English
and Malay words according to a bi-gram Dice coefficient. Finally, they projected named
entity tags using the word alignment obtained previously; however, they applied some
language-specific rules (mostly regular expressions) for more confidence. One of the
most important difference between this method and the process we are proposing in this
paper is that no supposition on the target language is required and hence no language-
specific rule is used.
A multilingual NER has been built by projecting entity tags from English to French,
Spanish, German, Czech and Russian with 94% of recall [3]. After the annotation of the
English side of the corpus with an in-house NER system [15], they used a phrase-based
statistical machine translation [6] to align named entities found in the English side with
their corresponding portion of text on the target side. They used three different methods
for projection, starting from the most rigorous to the most tolerant. They started by the
string matching and if it fails, they continue with consonant signature matching. For cases



where consonant signature return no result, they apply a Levenshtein edit distance on con-
sonant signature and projection is applied when this distance is greater or equal to 0.7.
The approach we are using in this paper is different as it uses a neural network that learn
itself the best similarity measure, and no word alignment between language is required.
Furthermore, it is not easy to get a phrase-based machine translation for resource-low
languages.
Distributional regularities in monolingual data, projected information across closely re-
lated languages and human linguist judgments have been exploited to quickly build a
NER system for Sorani Kurdish and Tajik resource-low languages of Western Iranian [8].
They wanted to build a usable NER system in very few time, although not perfect. In-
stead of relying on elaborated and robust linguistic resources built ahead of time, they
opportunistically incorporate linguistic theory, informal and non-expert intuitions about
the language and the target application, and resources adapted from closely related lan-
guages while avoiding extensive manual annotation. Non-experts are linguists that do
not speak the target languages but are familiar with the structure of human languages in
general. They have some knowledge about the family of target languages, and they can
rapidly have intuitions about the languages by reading reference grammar and exploring
data. The approach used in this paper makes no supposition about the target language or
its family.
Using a set of language-independent features grouped in lexical, non-lexical, gazetteer
and wikifier features, a cross-lingual NER trained only on English have been built [16].
The model can be used to perform NER in any language on Wikipedia. The strength of the
model is that it only requires multilingual Wikipedia, no sentence-aligned or word-aligned
parallel text is needed, however the model perform a word-alignment in background in
order to align words in the target language to English word.
Mayhew et al. [12] used Cheap translation to project named entities from one language
to another. Because lexicons are much cheaper and easier obtainable than parallel corpus
[10], they decided to rely their translation only on a lexicon instead of a parallel corpus
as in [6]. [2] trained a conditional random field model for NER in low-resource language
by augmenting the small amount of data in the low-resource language with data com-
ing from a set of rich languages related to the target low-resource language. As stated
by the authors, this approach is different from annotation projection since it requires the
low-resource language data to be annotated.

State of the art named entity tags projection methods have two main sources of error
in common: word alignment and similarity measure. Solving those issues would lead to
more accurate projection. Furthermore, making no supposition on the target language is
better for generalization. In the next section we present a model that overcomes these
limitations for the Part Of Speech Tagging (POS Tagging) task and that we are going to
modify in Section 4 for NER. The modification is based on a new cross-lingual distri-
butional representation. There is no report of named entities recognition work prior to
our experiment for Ewondo and more generally for any Cameroonian language. More-
over, the proposed approach is, in our knowledge the first attempt to tackle NER for
low-resource languages by projecting annotations without word alignment nor similarity
measure, and in which no language-specific feature is used.



3. The Zennaki et al. model

Part Of Speech Tagging is a task of NLP that aims to assign to each word in a text its
part of speech. Zennaki et al. [19] used a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to projects
12 part of speech tags from English to French, German, Spanish and Greek. The model
is based on a simple principle stipulating that if we can find a space where a word in the
source language and its translation in the target language have the same representation
then an artificial neural network can learn from words in the source language and make
predictions on the words in the target language. Since a word and its translation will
always appear in the same bi-phrase in a parallel corpus, they represent each word w in
the bi-text (parallel corpus) by a binary vector Vw of size N (the number of bi-phrases in
the bi-text) called distributional signature where:

Vw[i] =

{

1 if w appears in the ith bi-phrase,
0 otherwise.

(1)

The neural network architecture is described as follow:

– the input layer has N neurons,

– there is a first hidden layer with 640 neurons followed by the second hidden layer
which contains 160 neurons,

– the output layer has 12 neurons and softmax is applied,

– the activation function of every neuron in the network is sigmoid

– and there is a feedback loop from the first hidden layer to the input layer.
The model has been tested using a multilingual corpus extracted from Europarl [5]

and achieved more than 75% of accuracy for the POS tagging. The model suffers of two
main problems: firstly, words that are not in the vocabulary are not represented and are
tagged just according to their context; secondly, the memory and time needed to use the
model increase too much with the size of the bi-text used. However the model has three
great advantages:

1) no need to choose a similarity measure, the best one is implicitly learned by the
RNN,

2) the same model can be used for many languages without any change. Indeed
the only thing to do is to translate the resource-rich language text used for training in the
new language,

3) the model is trained only on the source language (resource-rich language).

We have exploited these properties to build a named entity tagger for low-resource
languages. This tagger is described in the next section.

4. Named entities tagger for low-resource languages

Transferring knowledge from one language to another requires the ability to transfer
features from the source language to the target language; however features such as sur-
rounding words, prefixes or suffixes are not easily transferable between languages because
of their syntactical differences. Hence, the more the source and the target languages are
linguistically similar, the better is the projection.



The distributional representation described in [19] is very impressive because it is
not based on any language, we say it is language-free. Our model also uses distributional
signature to represent words, but it is not binary. Indeed, named entity expressions are less
frequent in text than expressions that are not named entities; considering this observation,
we believe that using word frequency will lead to a better distributional representation
for named entities. The term frequency or the frequency of a word in a document is the
weight of that word in the document, computed according to its number of occurrences
in the document [9]. This is a powerful notion, widely used in information retrieval. The
frequency of a word in a document is the number of its occurrences divided by the total
number of word in the document. It is a way to measure the importance of that word in
the document. To reuse this notion, we have to decide what we call a document in our
context. We have identify tree possibilities:

– Corpus-based term frequency where the corpus (the bi-text) is considered as being
a whole document. In this case, the term frequency is language independent and we will
have a single document.

– Side-based term frequency that is only based on the words from the same language.
Here, each side of the bi-text is a document, hence we have two documents: The rich side
and the low-resource side.

– Phrase-based term frequency where each phrase in considered as being a document.
Here, a word has as much frequencies as there are phrases in the corpus.

Given the definition of the document, the term frequency of a word w is given as
follows:

tfw =
nbOcc(w)

nbWC
(2)

where nbOcc(w) is the number of occurrences of w in the document containing it and
nbWC is the total number of words in that side.

In information retrieval, it is sometimes a good idea to normalize the term frequency.
We used the following normalizations [9]:

1) natural: norm(tfw) = tfw

2) binary: norm(tfw) = 1 if tfw > 0, and 0 otherwise

3) logarithmic: norm(tfw) = 1 + log(tfw)

4) maximal: norm(tfw) = 0.5 + 0.5× tfw
max({tfm|∀m ∈ document})

5) log average: norm(tfw) =
1+log(tfw)

1+log(avg({tfm|∀ m ∈document}))
Given the previous definition of the frequency of a word, we define a general cross-

lingual distributional representation of a word w as being a vector Vw, of size N and with
each component defined as follows:

Vw[i] =

{

norm( 1
tfw

) if w appear in the ith bi-phrase,

0 otherwise.
(3)

Hence, the distributional representation used by [19] is the side-base term frequency
coupled with the binary normalization. This representation does not take advantage of the
observation that named entities are less frequent in text than non name entities. Using nat-
ural, logarithmic, maximal or log average normalization, it would be easier to distinguish
between name entities and non named entities since all these alternatives clearly take the
word frequency (or more precisely the inverse term frequency) into account. Using one
of these four representation, the distributional representation (given by Equation 3) of a



named entity is more likely to be further from the null vector; while the distributional rep-
resentation of a non named entity is more likely to be closer to the null vector. Therefore,
a binary classifier can be easy trained to differentiate named entities from non-named
entities.

Our approach is based on a feedforward neural network with two hidden layers, more
precisely the architecture is as follow:

– the number of neurons in the input layer is set to the size of distributional signature
(the number of bi-phrases in the bi-text). For experiments described in Section 5 it is 210
neurons,

– the first hidden layer has 640 neurons each using sigmoid activation function,

– the second hidden layer has 160 neurons and use sigmoid activation function,

– the output layer has four neurons for our four named entity classes PERSON, OR-
GANIZATION, LOCATION and MISCELLANEOUS plus a neuron for the non named
entity class OTHER.

– the output is normalized using softmax function.
We have an empirical guess of the internal behavior of our model: some of its first

neurons behave like a binary classifier to check if the input is a named entity or not.
If the answer is “NO” the model outputs OTHER. If the answer is “YES”, the remaining
neurons are used to identify the specific name entity class of the input. In the next section,
the experimental evaluation of our model is presented.

5. Experimental Results

To test our model, we need a parallel corpus containing the target low-resource lan-
guage aligned with a rich language. The alignment must be phrase-based and not word-
based. The corpus must have named entity annotations at least on the rich side. As far
as we know, such a dataset do not exists in the literature; hence we manually created
one using English as the rich side and Ewondo, a Bantu language of Cameroon as the
low-resource side. Data are extracted from an online bible 2. For each verse we have an
English version and an Ewondo version. Each side of the bi-text has been manually an-
notated using Brat 3 and the help of an Ewondo native speaker. The named entities tagset
used is described in Table 1 and the statistic of the bi-text is presented in Table 2, Table 3
and Table 4. As shown in Table 2 the number of words in Ewondo is not the same as in
English; there is no bijection between English and Ewondo, hence word alignment might
not be suitable here. Table 3 and Table 4 confirm the observation that named entities are
less frequent in text than other expressions; more precisely the proportion of named enti-
ties is only 14% in the whole text and about 10% when considering only the vocabulary.

We used only the vocabulary to train and test our model. The training set is the rich
side (RS) of the corpus, and the test set is the low-resource side (LRS). We trained the
model over 10 epochs using 10-fold cross validation. We stop the training if the validation
loss is the same between two consecutive epochs. In order to assess the robustness of our
model to random initialization of the network weights, the model is trained 10 times
with different random initialization of the weights. We reported the mean and standard

2. https://www.bible.com
3. http://brat.nlplab.org

https://www.bible.com
http://brat.nlplab.org


NE tags Meaning Examples

PER a person name Yesus → Jesus
ORG an organization name bësadukea → Sadducees
LOC a location name Yerusalem → Jerusalem
MISC others named entities Mfufub Nsisim → Holy spirit

O non named entities kòbò → to speak

Table 1 – Named entities tagset

English Ewondo

# of sentences 210 210
# of words 4753 4185

# of distinct words 912 1029

Table 2 – Corpus statistics

PER ORG LOC MISC O
English 5.87% 0.02% 0.95% 2.51% 90.62%
Ewondo 7.08% 0.05% 1.09% 2.68% 89.07%

Table 3 – Named entities distribution in the whole text

PER ORG LOC MISC O

English 8.77% 0.10% 1.95% 1.84% 87.32%
Ewondo 8.18% 0.19% 1.82% 1.15% 88.64%

Table 4 – Named entities distribution in the vocabulary

deviation of precision, recall and F1-score. The source code and the dataset we used are
available here 4

We have built our baseline by performing the projection using the distributional sig-
nature proposed by [19] and reported the result in Table 5.

Precision Recall F1-Score

Train set (English) 80.20% ± 3.49 56.53% ± 2.78 69.09% ± 3.3
Val. set (English) 78.79% ± 4.02 59.15% ± 3.23 72.03% ± 1.48

Projection (Ewondo) 69.99% ± 2.67 47.83% ± 2.16 60.16% ± 2.59

Table 5 – Zennaki et al. Model performance (average on 10 runs)

For each term frequency definition (phrase, side or corpus-based) and for each nor-
malization (natural, logarithmic, maximal and log average) presented in Section 4, we
have run our model and reported the precision, recall and F1-score in Table 6. This table
shows in bold the highest precision, recall and F1-score for each definition of the term
frequency; the lowest performances are underlined.

Regardless of the definition of the term frequency, the best results are obtained using
the natural normalization. In fact, with the phrase-based term frequency, the projection is
performed with a precision of about 75%, a recall of about 67% and a F1 score of about

4. https://github.com/frankl1/Word2vec-For-NER-In-Low-Resource-Languages

https://github.com/frankl1/Word2vec-For-NER-In-Low-Resource-Languages


70%; comparing to the baseline, this is an improvement of about 6% for the precision,
20% for the recall and 10% for the F1-score. The worst results are given by the log
average normalization, and is even worse than the baseline.

Using the side-based term frequency leads to a slightly better projection comparing to
the phrase-based term frequency. By the way, the projection improves up to about 78%,
the recall up to about 67% and the F1-score up to about 71%. It is also important to notice
that the worst results here (obtained using the maximal normalization) is very closed the
the baseline. This is because the side-based term frequency is more likely to give the
same representation to a word and its translation and hence produce a better cross-lingual
representation than the phrase-based term frequency

The corpus-based term frequency also produced better results than the phrase-based.
These results are very closed those produced by the side-base term frequency. Indeed,
the projection precision is 78%, the recall is 64% and the F1-score is about 70%. In fact,
using the corpus-based term frequency is also more like to give very similar distributional
representations to a word and its translation.

In any case, experimental results validate our hypothesis: taking into account the low
frequency of named entities is important for the projection of named entity tags. Further-
more, performances on the test set(projection) show that unlike the model from [19], the
proposed model performs pretty well as an English named entity annotator. In fact, the
validation set is classified with a precision of about 85%, a recall of about 80% and an
F1-score of about 80%. Instead of the feed forward neural network, we have also run ex-
perimentations with the recurrent neural network from [19] and the performance was not
significantly different. Therefore, we think the knowledge about the past (coming from
the recurrence) is too much different from English to Ewondo.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a way to quickly construct a named entity annota-
tor for low-resource languages using cross-lingual distributional representation. We have
defined a generalized cross-lingual representation based on the observation that named
entities are less frequent in text than non named entities. We have coupled the proposed
representation with a 2 hidden layers network to project named entities from English
to Ewondo (a Bantu language of Cameroon). We have done several experiments with
different instances of the proposed cross-lingual representation. In each case the model
performs well on the used dataset. More precisely, we have projected named entity tags
from English to Ewondo with a precision of 78.15%, a recall of 67.29% and an F1-score
of 71.23%. We think that the proposed distributional signature can be used in any clas-
sification task where the classes of interest are more frequent (or less frequent) than the
class of other expressions. We will continue to verify this hypothesis on other NLP tasks.
Moreover, we intent to assess our model on a larger corpus, eventually from different do-
mains. Elsewhere, we will try to reduce the size of our representation using cross-lingual
word embedding techniques.
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Normalization Split Precision Recall F1-Score

P
hr

as
e-

ba
se

d

natural

Train set (RS) 87.13% ± 0.98 83.59% ± 1.41 85.11% ± 0.41
Val. set (RS) 84.79% ± 1.49 80.09% ± 1.25 81.46% ± 0.69

Projection (LRS) 75.72% ± 1.65 67.18% ± 2.34 70.72% ± 1.38

logrithmic

Train set (RS) 85.89% ± 1.43 72.07% ± 3.70 77.22% ± 2.56
Val. set (RS) 78.04% ± 3.63 67.57% ± 4.66 75.66% ± 3.15

Projection (LRS) 74.60% ± 1.46 57.82% ± 3.45 63.63% ± 2.66

maximal

Train set (RS) 79.24% ± 4.24 57.80% ± 1.38 68.12% ± 3.20
Val. set (RS) 75.92% ± 4.24 58.69% ± 3.14 71.81% ± 2.99

Projection (LRS) 68.73% ± 3.09 49.14% ± 1.30 59.44% ± 3.00

log avg

Train set (RS) 79.24% ± 4.24 69.15% ± 2.55 73.19% ± 2.06
Val. set (RS) 80.76% ± 5.70 65.68% ± 5.66 73.36% ± 4.55

Projection (LRS) 61.97% ± 2.27 28.87% ± 2.18 37.75% ± 2.07

S
id

e-
ba

se
d

natural

Train set (RS) 87.35% ± 0.99 83.81% ± 2.80 84.50% ± 2.40
Val. set (RS) 85.63% ± 2.6 81.44% ± 1.45 82.29% ± 1.18

Projection (LRS) 78.15% ± 1.61 67.29% ± 1.95 71.23% ± 1.89

logrithmic

Train set (RS) 85.58% ± 1.07 77.76% ± 2.33 80.89% ± 1.31
Val. set (RS) 83.86% ± 2.70 75.17% ± 2.44 78.18% ± 1.86

Projection (LRS) 73.96% ± 1.29 65.12% ± 1.88 68.60% ± 0.96

maximal

Train set (RS) 74.44% ± 1.65 55.89% ± 4.23 69.13% ± 2.96
Val. set (RS) 77.00% ± 3.42 53.04% ± 4.16 65.78% ± 3.19

Projection (LRS) 66.20% ± 1.47 47.58% ± 3.91 59.80% ± 2.97

log avg

Train set (RS) 84.26% ± 4.00 75.62% ± 3.01 80.13% ± 2.43
Val. set (RS) 79.69% ± 2.47 72.03% ± 4.98 77.09% ± 4.03

Projection (LRS) 71.83% ± 3.40 63.16% ± 2.78 67.37% ± 2.30

C
or

pu
s-

ba
se

d

natural

Train set (RS) 88.26% ± 1.08 83.34% ± 2.50 85.21% ± 1.85
Val. set (RS) 85.42% ± 1.60 78.77% ± 2.37 80.70% ± 1.28

Projection (LRS) 78.68% ± 1.25 64.95% ± 2.02 70.52% ± 1.53

logrithmic

Train set (RS) 80.78% ± 4.30 73.37% ± 3.01 80.13% ± 2.23
Val. set (RS) 76.98% ± 2.06 72.45% ± 2.50 79.26% ± 3.15

Projection (LRS) 68.86% ± 3.42 62.47% ± 2.69 80.13% ± 2.23
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